
Mountain bike tour

      

  

Mountain biking tour 1 (Code: MB7)

Included services:
Shared double accommodation in good middle class hotel in Ulaanbaatar, countryside accommodation in Mongolian gers, full board, drinks and several kinds of fruits during the trips, all transfers (by jeep, truck and/or minibus), entrance fees, rental of a quality mountain bike, full option insurance for the bike with an excess of € 50, replacement components for broken bikes, replacement of tubes and tyres, immediate repair service and guide service.
  
      

      

        1. day  Arrive in Ulaanbaatar. Transfer to Hotel. Sightseeing, including the functioning Gandan Monastery. Overnight in hotel  
    2. day   Visit the Natural History Museum with its famous dinosaur skeletons and Collect mountain bikes, installation and briefing 1st bike trip. In the afternoon, short bike tour to the Manzhir Monastery , return to Ulaanbaatar (jeep, truck and minibus). Overnight in hotel
 
    3. day   Mountain bike trip to Terelj National Park  - exploring the scenic mountain areas abundant with edelweiss fields. Departure to the edge of the centre (jeep, truck and minibus). Start ‘Trail Terelj National Park’, Lunch (packed lunch) on the bank of Tuul river . Possibility to destress: stretching, ground exercises under professional supervision. Overnight in mongolianGers.
 
    4. day   In the morning eco-walk at the park and a traditional horseback riding trip or relaxing. In the afternoon, departure to Ulaanbaatar (jeep, truck and minibus). Afternoon at leisure. Dinner in a typical Mongolian restaurant. Overnight in hotel  
    5. day   Mountain bike trip to the Hustain Nuruu National Park. Departure to the edge of the centre (jeep, truck and minibus). Start ‘Khulstayn Uul Trail’ (Hustai National Park – 65 kms). Lunch (packed lunch) along the way. Arrival in the late afternoon. Possibility to destress at the Ger Camp: stretching, ground exercises under professional supervision. Overnight in mongolianGers.
 
    6. day   

Departure to Altanbulag  (jeep, truck and minibus). Our bike tour starts after crossing the Tuul River. Start ‘Trail TuulGol parallel’ to Ulaanbaatar (65 kms).

  Lunch (packed lunch) along the Tuul Gol (river).  Arrival in the late afternoon. Possibility to destress in the hotel: stretching, ground exercises and massage under professional supervision. Dinner and farewell party  in a restaurant.  Overnight in hotel  
    7. day   Transfer to the airport or train station.  Departure  
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